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Abstract:
Unmanned Aerial Systems are envisaged to revolutionize monitoring of massive scale stochastic processes, such as the flux of CO_2 over landscapes above CO_2 storage sites, and dynamically evolving battlespaces. However, to realize this vision, UAS must autonomously adapt to real-world uncertainties and dynamical changes using streaming data in the presence of cyber-physical constraints. In this talk I will present an overview of new data-driven modeling and distributed monitoring paradigms for adaptive autonomy in uncertain spatiotemporally varying environments. On the data-driven modeling front, I will present a nonparametric modeling paradigm termed as Evolving - GP (E-GP), being designed for learning both abrupt and long-term changes in spatiotemporally evolving systems. On the distributed inference front, I will also present inference and UAS based sampling algorithms for distributed teams of mobile and static agents in the presence of cyber-physical constraints, such as limited communication range or flight-endurance. The new models and algorithms have been validated on real-world large datasets, and are expected to lead to autonomous UAS for modeling and monitoring massive scaled spatiotemporally evolving phenomena.
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